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Jed Woodworth 28 April A few days before Christmas , Latter-day Saints in Kirtland came in from the cold,
damp air to sit by the light of their warm, flickering fires. They opened up their local paper, the Painesville
Telegraph, to find alarming news. War loomed on the horizon. Southern farmers found them unfair. Why
should they pay more for goods their region did not produce? South Carolina promptly responded by
preparing for war. The accounts read by Kirtland residents sounded the war drum: Williams on Christmas Day
, just days after the startling news appeared in the Kirtland papers. That revelation is known today as Doctrine
and Covenants President Jackson had predicted that armed conflict would result if South Carolina continued
to insist on its own sovereignty. According to President Jackson, South Carolina had said through its actions:
Other revelations located destruction in an indeterminate time and place: South Carolina and its rebellion were
singled out by name. Conflict involved more than just warring nations. In the run-up to the crisis, South
Carolinians had argued that the federal tariffs were intentionally designed to subvert the slave-labor farming
economy that dominated the American South. States that stood to benefit from the tariffs, including Ohio, had
all made slavery illegal. Crisis Averted To the great surprise of all, the nullification crisis ended almost before
it began. In February , President Jackson orchestrated a lowered, compromise tariff, asserting the rights of the
federal government while satisfying the demands of states-rights secessionists. Crisis was averted, peace had
returned to the land, and President Jackson basked in what may have been his greatest triumph as president.
As a follower of Christ, Joseph Smith loved peace and welcomed compromise, and he looked forward to the
return of the Prince of Peace and His peaceful millennial reign. But the dire predictions contained in the
prophecy on war, tied as they were to contemporary events, must have puzzled Joseph. The death and misery
of many souls did not occur. The Southern states continued to be divided against the North over the question
of slavery, but the slaves did not rise up against their masters, and South Carolina did not call on Great Britain
for help. Joseph Smith seemed reluctant to spread news of his prophecy on war too widely. He did not
mention South Carolina in his later teachings and sermons. When he compiled his revelations for publication
in , Joseph withheld Doctrine and Covenants 87 from the collection. After the nullification crisis ended
peacefully, it seemed best to set the revelation aside during his lifetime. He had felt the voice of God speak
through him before and had seen those words come to pass. He must have wondered if this revelation was a
case of false prophecy. Or, if the prophecy was true, what would God have Joseph do now that peace, even if
temporary, had been achieved? He did not hide in a bunker or otherwise drop out from public view, waiting
for the end. Whitney storehouse in Kirtland. Those who kept the Word of Wisdom, Joseph taught, would run
and not be weary and walk and not faint. But that was not the point of his message. He was not a doomsayer
prophet, content with predicting only misery and woe. They were not to live in fear or abandon their current
endeavors. This revelation, like the prophecy on war, spoke of the destructions to come. Yet it also spoke of an
important work the Saints were to perform. Nor were they simply to preach, as the doomsayers did. Later that
summer he would break ground for the temple. Experience taught him to put little faith in the power of
diplomacy, as Andrew Jackson did. Joseph knew from the all-too-frequent moves the Saints were forced to
undertake how tenuous peace could be. Despite the conflict that surrounded them, the Saints could always find
peace in the process of creating and inhabiting holy places. Conclusion Three decades after Doctrine and
Covenants 87 was received, South Carolina rebelled again. Much death and misery resulted. Southerners
called on Great Britain for help. Slaves rose up against their masters. All the while, the Saints, now in their
new mountain home in the West, toiled away on the foundations of yet another holy placeâ€”the Salt Lake
Temple. A Documentary Record New York: Oxford University Press, ], Bureau of National Literature, , 3:
James Hamilton, the outgoing governor of South Carolina, seemed almost to invite war in a widely reported
speech given on December
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To oppose the use of excessive military means against the Nazi regime, Japanese forces, and even by the Red
Army on the Eastern Front was very unpopular. The peace movements like Fascism had emerged as a reaction
to the catastrophic consequences of World War One, but like many parts of civil society peace activists needed
time to reflect on events, reorganize and, where possible, mobilize with renewed energy after the outbreak of
each attack. There were exceptions to this rule. On the day when the Nobel peace prize for should have been
awarded in Oslo, Norway, a huge group of women from more than twenty organizations held a silent
procession against the war in the capital. Scandinavian women also appealed to the President of the League of
Nations to suspend all hostilities and call for a conference to discuss peaceful options. Similar appeals were
issued by many European and North American peace organizations in the period leading up to the war, and for
a short time thereafter. When the occupations rolled over Europe and the killings escalated, the focus in the
unoccupied countries shifted to support for victims, help for conscientious objectors, and keeping the anti-war
message alive in the public. There was growing concern about strategic bombing people had a tendency to
support their leaders against external enemies, dissenting voices were not popular. The broad peace
movements faced their most difficult time since Difficulties in communication and Ideological Divisions The
International Peace Bureau IPB held their World Congress in Zurich when the war broke out, and published an
appeal to governments and people to apply international law and work for brotherhood. But communication
between individuals, groups and nations became increasingly difficult. Several national organizations faced
similar problems and some of them were forced to continue underground. In UK, surprisingly, the newspaper
Peace News actually attracted more readers in the first years of the war, but the wholesalers refused to handle
the paper with pacifist views. Then the printers refused to have anything to do with the paper promoting mass
protests against the war, and the printed magazine was replaced by a duplicated newsletter. Within the peace
movement the discussions on what policies to promote and actions to take created several lines of division.
The crisis was in many ways similar to the one created by the debate about how to act in the Spanish Civil
War, when many had left the peace movement to support the Spanish republic and international intervention.
The Soviet attack on Finland in November created another deep division among peace activists; many on the
leftist parts of the movement accepted the Soviet arguments for the occupation but many others left the
Communist Party over the Nazi-Soviet pact. The most basic disagreement was over whether or not it was
necessary to combat Hitler by military means, and whether other options remained after Some members
decided to join the armed resistance movements as some had done in Spain or joined the state armies; others
just left the movement. But there were also many cases of people who refused to be called up into the armed
services. Both within the Axis power and the Allied countries, a number of young men refused obligatory
military service. Long prison terms and torture were quite frequently used against them and in Nazi occupied
areas, and the third Reich â€” often executions, or death in camps e. Initially, western communist parties
opposed the war, because the Soviet Union had unexpectedly signed an unpopular nonaggression pact with
Germany in August and invaded Poland. But after Hitler launched his own surprise attack on the USSR in
mid, Communist parties switched to enthusiastic support the war against Germany no longer an Imperialist
war , and in the German-occupied territory became active in the resistance. Nevertheless these policy shifts
gave Russian oriented communism a negative image in many peace groups and a majority of the European
peace organizations in occupied countries did not manage to maintain regular contacts with members, and
barely functioned during the war, although there were exceptions. In non-occupied Britain, and neutral
Sweden and Switzerland some organized activities took place, mainly focused on publicizing arguments
against the war and helping refugees from the occupied states. Sweden In neutral Sweden, the main peace
organizations were strong and had 40 members in the mid thirties. After years of campaigning against the
arms race many were harassed by the pro-German elite in the country. The king, government, parliament and a
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majority of mainstream newspapers criticized the peace organizations for their campaigns against the build up
of air-defense and distribution of gas-masks. Even the Social Democratic youth organization, which was
pacifist before the war, opposed the protests against war preparations. However, several Swedish individuals
and organizations appealed to the governments of Russia, Germany and USA to call for a new
Hague-Conference and to settle all disputes at the negotiation table. The veteran peace organization, the
Swedish Peace and Arbitration Society arranged seminars and international courses. Some of these activities
would later develop into what today is the global peace organization Service Civil International SCI. UK In
the UK, peace activists engaged particularly in work against conscription and the promotion of anti-war
arguments. Together with many other peace organizations the British ones joined a call for a world conference
to decide on the questions of national boundaries and international economic relations. Not being occupied
made it somewhat easier to arrange meetings, communicate and run traditional organizations. But bombings
and difficulties in producing enough food and other commodities, made daily life difficult for everyone. One
way of doing that was to live a life according to pacifist principles. Wars would cease when people had learnt
how to live with decency. Over fifty small scale communities were established; in the countryside they
focused on agriculture production, and in the cities they practiced income sharing. Some like the Bruderhof
immigrated to Latin America. Multiple new groups were established, most of them remained relatively small.
Most of them campaigned locally and the majority were faith-based. The main activity for most of the peace
movements in the first years was to arrange public meetings, distribute material, collect signatures against the
war, and publically demonstrating in other ways against the use of war to solve the conflict. The appalling loss
of life during World War I was often used as an argument against engaging in a new war. From onwards many
American peace organizations and their members engaged in helping Jewish refugees. The treatment of Jews
in Germany since the s was well known and generated sympathy and the willingness to assist. Americans with
at least one great-grandparent born in Japan were imprisoned; a stricter criterion than the Nazis used to define
Jews in Germany. American peace activists argued against this brutal and unjust treatment of some US
citizens. October was the first time the government introduced conscription in peacetime. The peace
movement was not capable of stopping the bill, but some voices speaking out against the new law were very
strong. Most objectors accepted the conscription system, but refused to take part in the armed forces. The
Selective Service Act in concert with the historic peace churches, created Civilian Public Service CPS , to
provide alternative service under civilian control for COs who rejected noncombatant military service. In the
camps the conscientious objectors themselves had to pay for room and board. Peace organizations and
individual activists started to collect money in support of the resisters. WRL was the only large peace
organization to oppose the agreement between peace churches and Selective Service. The CO should also have
a secular choice, and not be forced to pay for their keep. They faced long prison terms and some were taken to
a military tribunal imposing even harsher punishments, including the possibility of the death penalty. In Japan
the Christian pacifist, social worker, novelist and preacher Toyohiko Kagawa founded the Anti-War League,
and in was arrested after publicly apologizing to China for the Japanese invasion of that country. In the
summer of he visited the United States in an attempt to avert war between Japan and the Us. After the war,
despite failing health, he devoted himself to the reconciliation of democratic ideals and procedures with
traditional Japanese culture. Unarmed Peaceful Resistance Against Nazism Many peace activists took part in
nonviolent forms of resistance to Nazi policies inside the occupied territories through illegal distribution of
news, smuggling refugees, hiding Jews, promoting resistance symbols, and setting up communication systems.
They worked with organizations, ad-hoc groups, and individuals who did not regard themselves as part of a
peace movement and opposed Nazism in the hope of eventual military liberation. In Germany, a small group
of students from the University of Munich and their philosophy professor Kurt Huber, distributed leaflets
against the Nazi ideology. Aimed at the intelligentsia, they secretly distributed these leaflets in Southern
Germany. Three students were executed and the rest were sentenced to long imprisonments. In occupied
Norway, the German commander Joseph Terboven attempted to control the Teachers Union in , resulting in
thousands withdrawing their membership. In Vidkun Quisling introduced a law that obliged all teachers to join
the Nazi party and teach Nazi ideology in their classes. A well organized campaign against the new law asked
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teachers to sign a declaration against it. Despite threats of hard punishments a large majority of the 14,
teachers signed and boycotted the law. Eleven hundred teachers were arrested, but in the end Quisling had to
withdraw the law because of the boycotts and protests. All over the Netherlands, Jews, members of resistance
groups, and others wanted by the Germans, were hidden, equipped with false identification papers and
provided with shelter, food, and other necessities. All over Europe Jews and others in need of protection were
helped to avoid arrest This was particularly true in Denmark and in Albania. Almost no Denmark Jews were
killed, and in Albania as such at allâ€¦ Many Jews also engaged in active support for their own people. The
Baum Group, of young Jewish resisters in Berlin, raised money in to obtain Aryan documents and foreign
passports. These papers enabled Jews to escape the country, or even live under a false identity in Germany.
Conclusions Peace movements in World War II were ignored when they demanded international negotiations.
The broader movements faced serious difficulties and many of the organizations almost disappeared.
However, as a consequence of the war, new efforts to develop nonviolent alternatives to war emerged.
Nonviolent interventions and civilian based defense were promoted as possible alternatives to military armies.
Celebrating Fifty Years of Peace News. Westport, Praeger Sharp, G.
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Additional Information In lieu of an abstract, here is a brief excerpt of the content: Books and articles Adams,
Nina S. Kennedy, Macmillan and the Cold War, London: Askew, Marc, William S. Logan and Colin Long.
Survey of International Affairs , London: Oxford University Press, Kennedy and Khrushchev â€”, New York:
Falk, Klaus Knorr and Oran R. Neutralization and World Politics, Princeton: Princeton University Press, Yale
University Press, Brown, MacAlister and Joseph J. Zasloff, Apprentice Revolutionaries, Stanford: Hoover
Institution Press, All the Way with JFK? At War in the Shadow of Vietnam. Columbia University Press,
Conflict in Indo-China and International Repercussions: A Documentary History, â€”, Ithaca: Cornell
University Press, Le royaume du Laos â€”, Paris: The Politics of Neutralization, London: Keystone of
Indochina, Boulder and London: The Indochinese Experience, Indianapolis: Indiana University Press,
Containment Policy and the Conflict in Indochina, Stanford: Stanford University Press, Government and
Revolution in Vietnam, London: Edwards, Peter, with Gregory Pemberton. Allen and Unwin, Monash Asia
Institute, Anatomy of a Crisis, London: Friedman, Edward and Mark Selden, eds. Fursenko, Aleksandr and
Timothy Naftali. Woodrow Wilson Center Press; Stanford: The Early Decisions, Austin: University of Texas
Press, International Perspectives on Vietnam, College Station: Texas A and M University Press, Farley and
Alexander Dallin, eds. The Limits of Coercive Diplomacy You are not currently authenticated. View freely
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The Peace of God originated as a response to increasing violence against monasteries in the aftermath of the
fall of the Carolingian dynasty, spearheaded by bishops and "was promoted at a number of subsequent
[church] councils, including important ones at Charroux c. The Truce of God sought to restrain violence by
limiting the number of days of the week and times of the year where the nobility were able to practice
violence. These peace movements "set the foundations for modern European peace movements. This treaty
was never violated. Beginning in the 16th century, the Protestant Reformation gave rise to a variety of new
Christian sects, including the historic peace churches. The Quakers were prominent advocates of pacifism,
who as early as had repudiated violence in all forms and adhered to a strictly pacifist interpretation of
Christianity. Representative of the latter, was William Wilberforce who thought that strict limits should be
imposed on British involvement in the French Revolutionary War based on Christian ideals of peace and
brotherhood. Peace movements[ edit ] During the period of the Napoleonic Wars , although no formal peace
movement was established until the end of hostilities, a significant peace movement animated by universalist
ideals did emerge, due to the perception of Britain fighting in a reactionary role and the increasingly visible
impact of the war on the welfare of the nation in the form of higher taxation levels and high casualty rates.
Sixteen peace petitions to Parliament were signed by members of the public, anti-war and anti- Pitt
demonstrations convened and peace literature was widely published and disseminated. Caricature of Henry
Richard , a prominent advocate of pacifism in the midth century. The first peace movements appeared in â€” It
became an active organization, holding regular weekly meetings, and producing literature which was spread as
far as Gibraltar and Malta , describing the horrors of war and advocating pacificism on Christian grounds. In
the s, British women formed "Olive Leaf Circles", groups of around 15 to 20 women, to discuss and promote
pacifist ideas. He helped secure one of the earliest victories for the peace movement by securing a
commitment from the Great Powers in the Treaty of Paris at the end of the Crimean War , in favour of
arbitration. On the European continent, wracked by social upheaval , the first peace congress was held in
Brussels in followed by Paris a year later. Mahatma Gandhi , leader of the Indian independence movement and
advocate of nonviolent resistance. Mahatma Gandhi â€” of India was one of the most influential spokesman
for peace and non-violence in the 20th century. Gandhism comprises the ideas and principles Gandhi
promoted. Of central importance is nonviolent resistance. Sankhdher argues that Gandhism is not a systematic
position in metaphysics or in political philosophy. Rather, it is a political creed, an economic doctrine, a
religious outlook, a moral precept, and especially, a humanitarian world view. It is an effort not to systematize
wisdom but to transform society and is based on an undying faith in the goodness of human nature. In Tolstoy
wrote A Letter to a Hindu , which said that only by using love as a weapon through passive resistance could
the Indian people overthrow colonial rule. In , Gandhi and Tolstoy began a correspondence regarding practical
and theological applications of non-violence. However, they differed sharply on political strategy. Gandhi
called for political involvement; he was a nationalist and was prepared to use nonviolent force. He was also
willing to compromise. Gandhi explains his philosophy and way of life in his autobiography The Story of My
Experiments with Truth. Some of his other remarks were widely quoted, such as "There are many causes that I
am prepared to die for but no causes that I am prepared to kill for. He therefore advised that everyone need not
keep to nonviolence, especially if it were used as a cover for cowardice, saying, "where there is only a choice
between cowardice and violence, I would advise violence. Gandhi responded, "There was a time when people
listened to me because I showed them how to give fight to the British without arms when they had no arms [
He told the British people in , "I would like you to lay down the arms you have as being useless for saving you
or humanity. You will invite Herr Hitler and Signor Mussolini to take what they want of the countries you call
your possessions If these gentlemen choose to occupy your homes, you will vacate them. If they do not give
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you free passage out, you will allow yourselves, man, woman, and child, to be slaughtered, but you will refuse
to owe allegiance to them. Although the onset of the First World War was generally greeted with enthusiastic
patriotism across Europe, peace groups were still active in condemning the war. Many socialist groups and
movements were antimilitarist , arguing that war by its nature was a type of governmental coercion of the
working class for the benefit of capitalist elites. A World War I-era female peace protester. In the League of
Nations Society was formed by British liberal leaders to promote a strong international organisation that could
enforce the peaceful resolution of conflict. Later that year the League to Enforce Peace was established in
America to promote similar goals. A Practical Proposal" on September 28, It called for an international
organization to agree upon the arbitration of disputes and to guarantee the territorial integrity of its members
by maintaining military forces sufficient to defeat those of any non-member. Interwar period[ edit ] The
immense loss of life during the war, for what became regarded as futile reasons, caused a sea-change in public
attitudes to militarism. The League of Nations also convened several disarmament conferences in the inter-war
period such as the Geneva Conference. Pacifism and revulsion with war were very popular sentiments in s
Britain. Dick Sheppard established the Peace Pledge Union in totally renouncing war and aggression. The idea
of collective security was also popular; instead of outright pacifism the public generally exhibited a
determination to stand up to aggression, but preferably with the use of economic sanctions and multilateral
negotiations. Shortly after the war ended, Simone Weil , despite having volunteered for service on the
republican side, went on to publish The Iliad or the Poem of Force , a work that has been described as a
pacifist manifesto. Gregg , devised plans for a campaign of nonviolent resistance in the event of a fascist
invasion or takeover. With the start of World War II , pacifist and anti-war sentiment declined in nations
affected by war. Even the communist-controlled American Peace Mobilization reversed its anti-war activism
once Germany invaded the Soviet Union in After the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor , mainstream
isolationist groups like the America First Committee , declined, but many smaller religious and socialist
groups continued their opposition to war. Bertrand Russell argued that the necessity of defeating Adolf Hitler
and the Nazis was a unique circumstance where war was not the worst of the possible evils; he called his
position relative pacifism. Wells , who had joked after the armistice ending World War I that the British had
suffered more from the war than they would have from submission to Germany , urged in a large-scale British
offensive on the continent of Europe to combat Hitler and Nazism. The United States government allowed
sincere objectors to serve in noncombatant military roles. However, those draft resisters who refused any
cooperation with the war effort often spent much of each war in federal prisons. Since World War II, the peace
movement has become widespread throughout the world, and its previously radical doctrines are now a part of
mainstream political discourse. History of the anti-nuclear movement and Anti-nuclear movement A nuclear
fireball lights up the night in a United States nuclear weapons test. Japanese opposition to the Pacific nuclear
weapons tests was widespread, and "an estimated 35 million signatures were collected on petitions calling for
bans on nuclear weapons". After the meeting a few hundred left to demonstrate at Downing Street. In the
meantime, Britain should halt the flight of planes armed with nuclear weapons, end nuclear testing, not
proceed with missile bases and not provide nuclear weapons to any other country. The first Aldermaston
March was organised by the CND and took place at Easter , when several thousand people marched for four
days from Trafalgar Square , London, to the Atomic Weapons Research Establishment close to Aldermaston
in Berkshire , England, to demonstrate their opposition to nuclear weapons. Popular opposition to nuclear
weapons produced a Labour Party resolution for unilateral nuclear disarmament at the Party Conference, but it
was overturned the following year and did not appear on later agendas. This experience disillusioned many
anti-nuclear protesters with the Labour Party, in whom they had previously put their hopes. Subsequently,
there was a strong anti-parliamentary current in the British peace movement, and it has been argued that
during the s anarchism became as influential as socialism. Two years after the formation of CND Bertrand
Russell , its president, resigned to form the Committee of , which was to undertake civil disobedience in the
form of sit-down demonstrations in central London and at nuclear bases around the UK. Russell said that these
were needed because the press had grown indifferent to CND and because large-scale direct action could force
the government to change its policy. Very large numbers of demonstrators were essential to this strategy, but
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the violence of the police, the arrest and imprisonment of demonstrators, and pre-emptive arrests for
conspiracy made support dwindle rapidly. Although several eminent people took part in sit-down
demonstrations including Russell, whose imprisonment at the age of 89 was widely reported many of the
signatories were inactive. This helped the promulgation of civil disobedience but it produced policy confusion
and, as the decade progressed, Committee of groups engaged in actions on many social issues not directly
related to war and peace. The " Baby Tooth Survey ," headed by Dr Louise Reiss , demonstrated conclusively
in that above-ground nuclear testing posed significant public health risks in the form of radioactive fallout
spread primarily via milk from cows that had ingested contaminated grass. Kennedy , Nikita Khrushchev and
Harold Macmillan. He was president of the scientific advisory board of the World Union for Protection of Life
and also one of the signatories of the Dubrovnik-Philadelphia Statement. It was the largest anti-nuclear protest
and the largest political demonstration in American history. The largest protest had , participants and,
according to polls, 59 percent of the public opposed the move. The Conference was entitled Achieving the
Vision of a World Free of Nuclear Weapons and had the purpose of building consensus between nuclear
weapon states and non-nuclear weapon states in relation to the Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty. Opposition
to the U. Some advocates within this movement advocated a unilateral withdrawal of U. Opposition to the
Vietnam War tended to unite groups opposed to U. Others, such as Stephen Spiro opposed the war based on
the theory of Just War. In the movement began to gain national prominence. Provocative actions by police and
by protesters turned anti-war demonstrations in Chicago at the Democratic National Convention into a riot.
Explosive news reports of American military abuses , such as the My Lai Massacre , brought new attention
and support to the anti-war movement bringing it to its height. The movement continued to prosper over the
span of the conflict. High-profile opposition to the Vietnam war turned to street protests in an effort to turn U.
The protests gained momentum from the Civil Rights Movement that had organized to oppose segregation
laws, which had laid a foundation of theory and infrastructure on which the anti-war movement grew. The
movement progressed from college campuses to middle-class suburbs, government institutions, and labor
unions. Peace movements by country[ edit ] Sweden: Macphail objected to the Royal Military College of
Canada in on pacific grounds. The Canadian Peace Congress â€” was a leading organizer in the peace
movement for many years, particularly when it was under the leadership of James Gareth Endicott who was its
president until Currently, Canada has a diverse peace movement, with coalitions and networks in many cities,
towns and regions. The largest cross-country umbrella coalition is the Canadian Peace Alliance , whose
member groups include large city-based coalitions, small grassroots groups, national and local unions, faith,
environmental, and student groups, with a combined membership of over 4 million Canadians. The Canadian
Peace Alliance has been a leading voice, along with its member groups opposing the "War on Terror".
Germany[ edit ] During the Cold War â€”89 , the West German peace movement concentrated on the abolition
of nuclear technology, particularly weapons, from West Germany and Europe. Most activists stridently
attacked both the United States and Soviet Union. Conservative critics repeatedly warned it was infiltrated by
agents from the East German secret police, the Stasi. It sometimes exercised significant influence over policy,
e. This section needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations
to reliable sources.
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War and Peace simple family tree War and Peace detailed family tree Natasha Rostova, a postcard by
Elisabeth Bohm The novel tells the story of five familiesâ€”the Bezukhovs, the Bolkonskys, the Rostovs, the
Kuragins, and the Drubetskoys. The main characters are: Pierre is the socially awkward illegitimate son of
Count Kirill Vladimirovich Bezukhov, who has fathered dozens of illegitimate sons. Educated abroad, Pierre
returns to Russia as a misfit. His unexpected inheritance of a large fortune makes him socially desirable. The
father of Andrei and Maria, the eccentric prince possesses a gruff exterior and displays great insensitivity to
the emotional needs of his children. Nevertheless, his harshness often belies hidden depth of feeling. Prince
Andrei Nikolayevich Bolkonsky: A strong but skeptical, thoughtful and philosophical aide-de-camp in the
Napoleonic Wars. Princess Maria Nikolayevna Bolkonskaya: Sister of Prince Andrei, Princess Maria is a
pious woman whose father attempted to give her a good education. The caring, nurturing nature of her large
eyes in her otherwise plain face are frequently mentioned. The pater-familias of the Rostov family; hopeless
with finances, generous to a fault. As a result, the Rostovs never have enough cash, in spite of having many
estates. Countess Natalya Ilyinichna "Natasha" Rostova: A central character, introduced as "not pretty but full
of life", romantic, impulsive and highly strung. She is an accomplished singer and dancer. Count Nikolai
Ilyich "Nikolenka" Rostov: A hussar , the beloved eldest son of the Rostov family. Sofia Alexandrovna
"Sonya" Rostova: Countess Vera Ilyinichna Rostova: Eldest of the Rostov children, she marries the German
career soldier, Berg. Pyotr Ilyich "Petya" Rostov: Youngest of the Rostov children. A ruthless man who is
determined to marry his children into wealth at any cost. A beautiful and sexually alluring woman who has
many affairs, including it is rumoured with her brother Anatole. Prince Anatole Vasilyevich Kuragin: Prince
Ippolit Vasilyevich Hippolyte Kuragin: The eldest and perhaps most dim-witted of the three Kuragin children.
The Drubetskoys Prince Boris Drubetskoy: Princess Anna Mihalovna Drubetskaya: The impoverished mother
of Boris, whom she wishes to push up the career ladder. Other prominent characters Fyodor Ivanovich
Dolokhov: A cold, almost psychopathic officer, he ruins Nikolai Rostov by luring him into an outrageous
gambling debt and unsuccessfully proposes to Sonya Rostova. A young Russian officer, who desires to be just
like everyone else and marries the young Vera Rostova. An older Moscow society lady, good-humored but
brutally honest. The archetypal good Russian peasant, whom Pierre meets in the prisoner of war camp. In
addition several real-life historical characters such as Napoleon and Prince Mikhail Kutuzov play a prominent
part in the book. His grandparents and their friends were the models for many of the main characters; his
great-grandparents would have been of the generation of Prince Vassily or Count Ilya Rostov. Many of the
main characters are introduced as they enter the salon. Pierre Pyotr Kirilovich Bezukhov is the illegitimate son
of a wealthy count , who is dying after a series of strokes. Pierre is about to become embroiled in a struggle for
his inheritance. He is disillusioned with Petersburg society and with married life, feeling that his wife is empty
and superficial, and decides to escape to become aide-de-camp to Prince Mikhail Ilarionovich Kutuzov in the
coming war against Napoleon. The Rostov family are introduced. Count Ilya Andreyevich Rostov and
Countess Natalya Rostova are an affectionate couple but forever worried about their disordered finances. They
have four children. Thirteen-year-old Natasha Natalia Ilyinichna believes herself in love with Boris
Drubetskoy, a young man who is about to join the army as an officer. Twenty-year-old Nikolai Ilyich pledges
his love to Sonya Sofia Alexandrovna , his fifteen-year-old cousin, an orphan who has been brought up by the
Rostovs. The eldest child, Vera Ilyinichna, is cold and somewhat haughty but has a good prospective marriage
in a Russian-German officer, Adolf Karlovich Berg. Petya Pyotr Ilyich at nine is the youngest; like his brother,
he is impetuous and eager to join the army when of age. The second part opens with descriptions of the
impending Russian-French war preparations. Boris Drubetskoy introduces him to Prince Andrei, whom
Rostov insults in a fit of impetuousness. Nikolai gambles and socializes with his officer, Vasily Dmitrich
Denisov, and befriends the ruthless, and perhaps, psychopathic Fyodor Ivanovich Dolokhov. Bolkonsky,
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Rostov and Denisov are involved in the disastrous Battle of Austerlitz , in which Prince Andrei is badly
wounded as he attempts to rescue a Russian standard. The Battle of Austerlitz is a major event in the book.
Later in the battle, however, Andrei falls into enemy hands and even meets his hero, Napoleon. But his
previous enthusiasm has been shattered; he no longer thinks much of Napoleon, "so petty did his hero with his
paltry vanity and delight in victory appear, compared to that lofty, righteous and kindly sky which he had seen
and comprehended". He spends an eventful winter at home. Natasha has blossomed into a beautiful young girl.
Denisov falls in love with her, proposes marriage but is rejected. Although his mother pleads with Nikolai to
marry a wealthy heiress to rescue the family from its dire financial straits, Nikolai refuses. Instead, he
promises to marry his childhood sweetheart and orphaned cousin, the dowry-less Sonya. Pierre Bezukhov,
upon finally receiving his massive inheritance, is suddenly transformed from a bumbling young man into the
most eligible bachelor in Russian society. Pierre loses his temper and challenges Dolokhov to a duel.
Unexpectedly because Dolokhov is a seasoned dueller , Pierre wounds Dolokhov. In his moral and spiritual
confusion, Pierre joins the Freemasons. Much of Book Two concerns his struggles with his passions and his
spiritual conflicts. He abandons his former carefree behavior and enters upon a philosophical quest particular
to Tolstoy: The question continually baffles Pierre. He attempts to liberate his serfs , but ultimately achieves
nothing of note. Pierre is contrasted with Prince Andrei Bolkonsky. Andrei recovers from his near-fatal wound
in a military hospital and returns home, only to find his wife Lise dying in childbirth. He is stricken by his
guilty conscience for not treating her better. His child, Nikolai, survives. Burdened with nihilistic
disillusionment, Prince Andrei does not return to the army but remains on his estate, working on a project that
would codify military behavior to solve problems of disorganization responsible for the loss of life on the
Russian side. Pierre visits him and brings new questions: Pierre is interested in panentheism and the possibility
of an afterlife. Scene in Red Square , Moscow, Oil on canvas by Fedor Yakovlevich Alekseev. Prince Andrei
feels impelled to take his newly written military notions to Saint Petersburg, naively expecting to influence
either the Emperor himself or those close to him. Young Natasha, also in Saint Petersburg, is caught up in the
excitement of her first grand ball, where she meets Prince Andrei and briefly reinvigorates him with her
vivacious charm. Andrei believes he has found purpose in life again and, after paying the Rostovs several
visits, proposes marriage to Natasha. Prince Andrei leaves to recuperate from his wounds abroad, leaving
Natasha initially distraught. Count Rostov takes her and Sonya to Moscow in order to raise funds for her
trousseau. Anatole has since married a Polish woman whom he has abandoned in Poland. He is very attracted
to Natasha and determined to seduce her, and conspires with his sister to do so. Anatole succeeds in making
Natasha believe he loves her, eventually establishing plans to elope. At the last moment, Sonya discovers her
plans to elope and foils them. Devastated, Natasha makes a suicide attempt and is left seriously ill. As the
Great Comet of â€”12 streaks the sky, life appears to begin anew for Pierre. He tells Pierre that his pride will
not allow him to renew his proposal. It is vividly depicted through the plot and characters of War and Peace.
With the help of her family, and the stirrings of religious faith, Natasha manages to persevere in Moscow
through this dark period. Pierre convinces himself through gematria that Napoleon is the Antichrist of the
Book of Revelation. Old Prince Bolkonsky dies of a stroke knowing that French marauders are coming for his
estate. No organized help from any Russian army seems available to the Bolkonskys, but Nikolai Rostov turns
up at their estate in time to help put down an incipient peasant revolt. He finds himself attracted to the
distraught Princess Maria. Back in Moscow, the patriotic Petya joins a crowd in audience of Czar Alexander
and manages to snatch a biscuit thrown from the balcony window of the Cathedral of the Assumption by the
Czar. He is nearly crushed by the throngs in his effort.
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A history of war and peace, / Wilfred Knapp. Author. Knapp, Wilfred. Other Authors. Royal Institute of International
Affairs Published.
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Originally Published in International Encyclopedia of Peace xxx. Having been broken by the outbreak of war in (and in
the USA), peace movements in Europe and North America had grown in strength after The established peace
organizations faced equally serious challenges when World War II threatened both in the countries prosecuting the war
and then militarily-occupied territories.

Chapter 8 : Project MUSE - Britain and the Neutralisation of Laos
War and Peace Part 1. On May 7, , Germany surrendered, ending World War II in Europe. The following sentences can
be rearranged and combined into a paragraph aboutWorld War II.

Chapter 9 : Wilfrid Knapp | LibraryThing
Voyna i mir (; War and Peace) contains three kinds of materialâ€”a historical account of the Napoleonic wars, the
biographies of fictional characters, and a set of essays about the philosophy of history.
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